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Hello again, and welcome to the latest 
edition of the BSE Department Newsletter. 
We hope that you find the stories and 
articles to be interesting and informative.

As you can see, the department has been 
very active in our research, instruction, 
and extension missions having impact on 
many areas within Nebraska and beyond. 
Our faculty, staff, and students continue 

to be recognized with numerous awards from both local and 
international groups. 

As you will see in our newsletter, we will be saying goodbye to 
two long-term colleagues this year, Dr. Dean Eisenhauer and 
Dr. David Shelton. Each has been on the faculty for 39 years! 
We will greatly miss their professionalism, their deep insights 
into agricultural water issues, and their friendship. We wish 
them nothing but the best. 

Since our last newsletter we have been active in the search 
process for new faculty. Two have been hired (and will 
be profiled in the next newsletter once they begin their 
positions). Daran Rudnick, Ph.D. candidate in BSE at UNL, 
under Dr. Suat Irmak’s tutelage will be starting July 1 at the 
West Central Research and Extension Center. Dr. Amir 
Haghverdi, working to complete a second Ph.D. at the Univ. 
of Tennessee, will also begin July 1 at the Panhandle Research 
and Extension Center. Both of these excellent individuals will 
be in research and extension positions focused on irrigation 
and water resources. We also have two active faculty searches 
currently underway and will be starting several others shortly.  
It is an exciting time in BSE! 

We hope that you enjoy this latest installment of the BSE 
Newsletter. Please do let us know what you have been 
undertaking and stop by the department when you have the 
opportunity. 

Best regards,
Mark Riley

From the Department Head

Mark Riley

Biomedical Engineering Society offers opportunities 
to establish leadership, network, publish, and participate 
in career enhancing activities designed to build and 
support the biomedical engineering community; 
to communicate recent advances, discoveries, and 

inventions; promote education and professional development; and integrate 
the perspectives of the academic, medical, governmental, and business 
sectors. Dr. Bashford and Dr. Melander are the club advisors; the current 
president is David Szalewski.

Mechanized Systems Management Club members get 
the chance to develop as a pre-professionals, connect 
with employers, learn about job opportunities, grow 
leadership skills among peers, and develop a sense of 
community with fellow students, faculty and staff. They 

partner with ASABE for the annual fall barbecue, host a lawn mower tune-
up clinic spring fundraiser, and organize industry tours and social events. 
Dr. Keshwani and Dr. Pitla are club advisors; Levi Schlick is the current 
club president. 

Society of Women Engineers Student Chapter 
UNL’s student chapter of the Society of Women 
Engineers aims to stimulate women to achieve full 
potential in careers as engineers and leaders, to expand 
the image of the engineering profession as a positive force 

in improving the quality of life, and to demonstrate the value of diversity. 
They host an annual Night with Industry and participate in the Lincoln 
Children’s Museum’s Science Saturday, among other local and national 
events. Dr. Pannier is the faculty advisor, Brooke Hay is the professional 
advisor, and BSE senior Ellie Phillips is club president. See pg. 17.

The Tractor Restoration Club meets every Thursday 
night during the school year.  Currently 16 students are 
on the roster.  The club focuses on restoring antique 
tractors that will be displayed at the Larsen Tractor 
Museum.  The Staff Advisor is Museum Manager Lance 
Todd, this year’s officers are President Adam Dozal, 

Vice President Mason Mieszala, and Treasurer Lexi Hingtgen. See pg. 17.

ASABE is dedicated to the advancement of engineering 
applicable to agricultural, food and biological systems. 
Student members keep up-to-date on emerging 
technologies, standards, accreditation and advances in a 
wide variety of specialties, attend regional and national 

events, and participate in fundraising and social activities. Advisors are Dr. 
Stowell and Dr. Luck; the student chapter president is Bethany Brittenham.

Fountain Wars Team is a national competition 
conducted through the ASABE. Each year teams are 
faced with two technical tasks, along with taking part in 
an aesthetic display during the competition. See page 17. 

Quarter Scale “A” Team designs and builds a tractor 
for an annual ASABE competition; the “X” Team focus 
for the competition is on product improvement for the 
previous year’s tractor.
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The UNL student chapter of the American Society of 
Agricultural and Biological Engineers hosted the Midwest 
Rally, March 5-7, attended by 77 students from the following 
universities:  Purdue, Wisconsin-Madison, Oklahoma State, 
Iowa State, Ohio State, Kentucky, and Nebraska. The Rally 
included a social event Thursday evening, tours of industry 
sites on Friday (CNH Combine Factory, Army Corp of 
Engineers, ADM Ethanol) and a banquet. BSE lab tours and a 
lunch meeting were held on Saturday.

Student ASABE Midwest Rally

Senior Isaiah Krutak talks about the BSE Hydrology Lab to Rally group.

ASABE Midwest Rally attendees tour Nebraska Tractor Test Lab.

Group tour of CHN Combine Factory, Grand Island, NE.
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The University of Nebraska-Lincoln South Central Agricultural 
Laboratory (SCAL) part of the Institute of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources (IANR) consists of 640 acres of mostly irrigated 
cropland northwest of Clay Center, located on U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture property. SCAL was formerly known as the South 
Central Research and Extension Center (SCREC), established in 
1970. SCREC closed June 30, 2003, due to budget cuts, but, shortly 
after, IANR proposed to maintain it and renamed it. BSE faculty 
members have utilized the facility for their research over many 
years. Dr. Dean Eisenhauer was located there from 1975-1989 to 
conduct research and Extension programs. 
Drs. Tom Franti, Paul Fischbach, and 
LaVerne Stetson have utilized SCAL. Dr. 
Suat Irmak and Dr. Derek Heeren will 
collaborate on a cover crop project in 2015. 
Dr. Irmak, one of the lead scientists at 
SCAL, represents BSE. 

Dr. Irmak’s research team conducts the 
bulk of research at SCAL. In addition, 
Irmak has conducted extensive research, 
demonstrations, and education projects 
on private, federal, and state land across 
the region since 2003. Dr. Irmak led an 
extraordinary effort in the development of 
UNL-IANR SCAL Irrigation Engineering 
and evapotranspiration research facilities 
and infrastructures, regarded as one of the 
premier irrigation, evapotranspiration, 
and crop water productivity research 
and learning facilities in the U.S. He has 
established two state-of-the art subsurface 
drip irrigation (SDI) systems, a 4-span 
hydrostatic and continuous-move center 
pivot irrigation system, a low pressure 
irrigation system, a new 7-span lateral 
(linear) move system, and extensive instrumentation and data 
acquisition systems, including Bowen ratio energy balance 
system and eddy covariance systems and many other advanced 
instrumentation, to measure plant physiological and microclimate 
interactions, and surface energy balance components. The first 
of the two SDI fields is one of the largest SDI research fields 

Aerial view of the UNL South Central Agricultural Laboratory (SCAL).

in the country and has unique features in terms of automation, 
control, hydraulics, and water delivery capabilities. His research 
revolves around application of scientific and engineering 
fundamentals to address issues related to soil and water resources/
irrigation engineering; water management; measurement and 
modeling of surface energy balance, including evapotranspiration, 
transpiration, evaporation of various agro-ecosystems; interactions 
of microclimate-surface-plant physiology; crop water productivity 
(water use efficiency) of various agro-ecosystems; impact(s) of 
climate change on water resources and agro-ecosystem productivity; 

impact(s) of tillage practices on water and 
energy balance, crop water productivity, 
and soil physical and chemical properties; 
and measurement and modeling soil 
moisture dynamics. Funding for all 
these infrastructures and facilities was 
primarily supplied from his research 
grants. Dr. Irmak and his team currently 
conduct research on over 20 projects (see 
list pg. 19). 

These projects and extensive partnerships 
that Dr. Irmak developed with growers, 
educators, consultants, state and federal 
agency and industry partners have 
resulted in large scale and effective 
water management programs that 
have produced enhanced irrigation 
management strategies and guidelines 
and have been implemented extensively 
in Nebraska, other states, and other 
countries.

In addition to many field days, seminars, 
field tours, and other Extension/outreach 
and educational programs Dr. Irmak 

conducted at SCAL and elsewhere, his research projects have 
been visited by many local, regional, national and international 
scientists/researchers from many countries, including Brazil, 
Argentina, Netherlands, India, China, Turkey, Sweden, Australia, 
France, Vietnam, Iraq, Germany, England, Russia, Honduras, Chile, 
Senegal, Uganda, Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
 

Associate Vice Chancellor Dr. Ron Yoder (right) and 
Suat Irmak give African visitors a research tour.

BSE Research at the 
South Central Agricultural 
Laboratory

SCAL’s unique subsurface drip irrigation mainlines. 

Dr. Lameck Odhiambo, Dr. Irmak, graduate student Zhu Yan.
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From left:  Dr. Suat Irmak, Gary Zoubek, Brandy VanDeWalle, Jennifer Rees.

(Excerpts from Steve Smith, University Communications) 

For groundbreaking water-management work and contributions 
in advancing agricultural science, UNL’s Nebraska Agriculture 
Water Management Network (NAWMN) received one of 
four U.S. Dept. of Agriculture National Institute of Food and 
Agriculture (NIFA) Partnership Awards.

Suat Irmak, H.W. Eberhard Distinguished Professor, leads the 
UNL Extension-based network, launched in 2005, made up of 
farmers, natural resources districts, crop consultants, irrigation 
districts and USDA conservation officials. The group creates 
and implements effective water-conservation strategies and 
tools on 1.7 million irrigated acres of Nebraska farmland. Irmak 
and Ronnie Green, Harlan Vice Chancellor of the Institute of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources and UN vice president, 
accepted the award at an Oct., Washington, D.C. ceremony.

“Information and strategies taught in the network are changing 
how producers irrigate,” Green wrote in a nomination letter. 
The network’s first decade has transferred high-quality research 
and data on soil water status and crop-water use measurements 
to farmers and their advisers; adopted new irrigation water-
management technologies to help farmers increase water-use 
efficiency, reduce energy consumption and protect sustainability 
of agro-ecosystem services; developed new water, soil and crop 
management tools; and enhanced communication between 
growers, crop consultants, academics, and state and federal 
agencies.

Green also noted the network’s rapid growth and success:  In 
2005, 15 farmers enrolled to make use of specialized technology 
and equipment and to learn new strategies to conserve water and 
energy, such as how and when to irrigate so corn and soybean 
plants got the most value from moisture applied. By 2013, 
the network had grown to more than 1,100 Nebraska farmers 
managing 1.7 million acres.

“Through research, this team has displayed outstanding 
innovation, teamwork, partnerships, collaboration and leadership 
to reduce water and energy use for crop irrigation,” said a NIFA 

statement. Nebraska benefits have been clear:  participants reduced 
irrigation withdrawal by 2.2 inches per acre, per year since 2005, a 
total of more than 1 million acre-feet of water, with fuel savings of 
more than $50 million. Network core members also have reached 
more than 10,000 people directly through Extension, outreach, 
demonstration programs, field days and presentations in the last 
decade. Now there are plans to expand to other Midwest states.

“The success is owed to team participants who have earned 
the respect of hundreds of people implementing water-saving 
practices to make it work,” Green said. “Consequently, Nebraska 
has clearly demonstrated it is serious about reducing water use 
while maintaining a quality product and yields.” Key participants 
who established the network in heavily irrigated Nebraska counties 
include Irmak and UNL Southeast Research and Extension Center 
educators Jennifer M. Rees, Clay Center, Brandy VanDeWalle, 
Geneva, and Gary Zoubek, York; Rod DeBuhr and Dan Leininger of 
the Upper Big Blue Natural Resource District, and Daryl Andersen 
of the Little Blue NRD also made major program contributions.

NAWMN’s award was in the Innovative Programs area. “The 
United States, as a global leader in agriculture, faces a demanding 
set of challenges as we work to feed the world. These honorees are 
instrumental in helping NIFA find and apply solutions that ensure 
all people have access to a safe and nutritious food supply,” NIFA 
director Sonny Ramaswamy said.

Page 5

Innovative Water Management 
Network Honored
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reduce soil delivery to the stream and capture 
ag chemical runoff. The innovative work 
Dave did, with Dr. Scott Josiah, State Forester, 
included income-generating plantings 
along the streams, like curly willow, used as 
decorative florals, an additional farm income 
source. Under Dave’s supervision and shovel, 
2 miles of demonstration buffers were planted 
at Haskell Ag. Lab. near Concord. Funding 
came from many sources, including Nebraska 
319 Funds and USDA Extension Ed funds. 

Dave worked with many faculty colleagues, 
including Drs. Leonard Bashford, Ken 
Von Bargen, Jim DeShazer, George Meyer, 
Dennis Schulte, Elbert Dickey on residue 
management and soil conservation, and 

Tom Franti on conservation buffers, storm runoff simulator, 
and rain garden and bioretention cell evaluation. Recently, Dave 
worked with the UNL Stormwater Management Education Team 
made up of Kelly Feehan, Katie Pekarek (BSE Alum), and Bobbi 
Holm, Extension Educators, Steve Rodie, Extension Landscape and 
Horticulture Specialist, and Tom Franti, Extension Surface Water 
Management Engineer. He worked with many Northeast Center 
colleagues, including Dr. Bill Kranz.

Dave might have gone back to the farm for early retirement, if 
not for the interesting work and job satisfaction he felt working 
on a new focus:  municipal stormwater management using green 
infrastructure. For six years, he has co-led a multi-faceted Extension, 
education, and research effort to help Nebraska communities deal 
with issues related to stormwater management. The project team 
developed a stormwater runoff simulator, conducted hydrologic 
evaluation of rain gardens and bioretention basins, conducted 
tours of municipal stormwater management green infrastructure, 
completed youth outreach efforts, educated several graduate 
students, reformed undergraduate class work, created numerous 
publications, and received numerous state and national awards. 

Dave Shelton is capping his career on a high note, doing work 
focused on a key environmental issue, working with a tight team 
of Extension colleagues, and creating an effective program for 
Nebraska. But, that’s been his focus all along. He has been involved 
in many organizations over the years, including ASABE, the 
Northeast Arboretum, and serves on the NeFSMA Board and his 
local NRD Board, which he plans to do for a few years. After fixing 
up his house in Wayne, where his wife has served on City Council 
and as Mayor, he’ll return to the New York farm where he spent 
much free time over the years. The Good Life won’t end there, he’ll 
just have more opportunities to enjoy his time in the environment 
where it all started.

From on-farm energy conservation, to 
crop residue for soil erosion control, to 
streamside conservation buffers, to urban 
stormwater management, Professor 
David Shelton’s career in Nebraska 
has always focused on environmental 
issues important to the state and to 
the Northeast District. This short list 
of project topics spans Dave’s 39-year 
career with BSE, which will end with his 
retirement in June 2015. Dave started 
out in 1976 as a research associate on a 
grant-funded farm energy conservation 
project for Dr. Leonard Bashford and 
has been full professor since 1989. Since 
1978, he’s been stationed at the Northeast 
Research and Extension Center Haskell 
Agricultural Laboratory in Concord, Nebraska. Dave’s role as 
an Extension Agricultural Engineer, the title he still goes by, has 
continually put him at the forefront of environmental issues facing 
agriculture and, more recently, issues of runoff in urban settings. 
But, let’s start on the farm.

Born in Oxford, NY, in 1952, Dave Shelton plans to move back to 
the 83-acre farm he owns near the small town of Guilford, NY (pop. 
<550) where he grew up and graduated in 1970 from Bainbridge-
Guilford Central School and worked on area dairy farms while 
in high school and college. He received an Engineering Science 
degree in 1972 from Broome Community College and B.S. and 
MEng (Agricultural) degrees from Cornell University, completing 
the MEng in 1975. Then the fateful drive to Nebraska, starting his 
research job on Feb. 26, 1976, but not before getting married to Lois 
Mulkins, a high school classmate, on Feb. 23. What brought him to 
Nebraska? Opportunity to be an agricultural engineer.

Always working close to agriculture, Dave completed two years 
with the farm energy conservation project in BSE, then started 
as Assistant Professor (50% extension, 50% research) at the now 
Northeast Research and Extension Center. Issues important to 
Northeast Nebraska include impacts of tillage and planting systems 
on soil erosion; influences of tillage, planting, manure application, 
and other equipment on crop residue cover for soil erosion control; 
stream-side conservation buffers to improve water quality. His 
research projects and large Extension programs related to these 
topics. In the early 1980’s, he collaborated with Dr. Elbert Dickey 
in conservation tillage, crop residue management, and erosion 
control, regional and statewide programming on reduction of 
soil loss from crop production, one of most impactful and long-
lasting efforts in the state. A major environmental career focus was 
conservation buffers, grass, shrub, and tree combinations planted 
alongside streams to intercept water runoff from fields. Buffers 

Shelton Caps Extension 
Career Focused on 

Environment
By Tom Franti

David Shelton
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Professor 
Dean Eisenhauer

Dr. Dean E. Eisenhauer grew up on a 
farm in western Otoe County near Burr, 
Nebraska.  He and his wife, Maria, have 
two daughters and two grandsons. Dean 
received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in 
Agricultural Engineering from Kansas 
State University in 1971 and 1973. After 
completing his M.S., Dean was hired by the 
University of Minnesota as an Instructor 
and Extension Irrigation Engineer. Dean 
came to UNL in 1975 and was hired as 
an Extension Irrigation Specialist for the 
South Central Research and Extension 
Center (SCREC) at Clay Center. While at 
SCREC, he worked on his Ph.D. through 
independent study and long distance 
classes with Colorado State University, 
completing the degree in 1984. In 1989, 
Dean accepted an opportunity to move 
to Lincoln to work on East Campus; he achieved the status of 
Professor in 1993.

Throughout Dean’s career, he has placed a high priority on 
conserving and protecting our soil and water resources. His 
research and teaching has promoted soil conservation, efficient 
irrigation water use, water quality, and ground water recharge. 
Dean’s work was instrumental in helping to develop the standards 
used in Nebraska’s chemigation program for the protection of 
water quality. He served on a technical advisory committee for the 
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality, helping them to 
develop regulations and safety training programs. Dean’s research 
on the correct placement of water flow meters for the most 
accurate reading has provided farmers, water regulatory agencies, 
and our industry partners with guidance in meter selection and 
installation, which has helped reduce under- or over-reporting of 
water usage. Dean’s research on surface irrigation management 
to improve its application efficiency has impacted water users 
throughout the world and, as a result, reduced water quality issues 
caused by over-irrigating. Recently, Dean has been involved with 
evaluating the impacts of riparian buffer strips on surface water 
quality and the impacts of conservation terraces in the Republican 
River basin on surface hydrology and groundwater recharge, and 
conducting research on infiltration and recharge under differing 
irrigated cropping systems.

When Dean moved to East Campus, his new appointment 
included teaching. He has taught several courses, including MSYM 
354 and 452 and BSEN 350, 954, and 998. Dean has advised 
hundreds of undergraduate and graduate students. In 2013, 
Dean became the coordinator of the Daugherty Water for Food 
Institute’s partnership program with UNESCO-IHE in Delft, The 

Netherlands. The program offers an M.S. 
degree emphasizing water management 
education for students from developing 
countries. It offers a two-week field course 
at UNL in irrigation and hydrology for 
students from UNESCO-IHE. Dean also 
helped establish UNL’s Soil and Water 
Resources Club and acted as its advisor for 
over 10 years.

Dean summed up his teaching philosophy 
based on a quote from William Butler 
Yeats, “Education is not the filling of a pail, 
but the lighting of a fire.” Dean believed 
in getting the students excited about 
what they were learning. One way he did 
this was by giving the students hands-on 
experience through outdoor labs. Students 
often comment that these labs made Dean’s 

classes one of their favorites – even when it meant sliding 
down a muddy creek bank in a snow storm to a make stream 
measurements or hiking up Holmes Lake Dam on a brisk fall 
day. Dean’s commitment to teaching is recognized by three 
Holling Family Distinguished Teaching Awards and the College 
of Agriculture and Natural Resources Distinguished Teaching 
Award. Several of his awards are based on nominations from 
students. 

In his retirement, Dean will be finishing some of his 
professional writing, traveling, enjoying his grandchildren, and 
doing plenty of gardening. Dean will be working on his organic-
based garden business, Arbor Grove Produce, located on the 
farm where he grew up. Dean enjoys taking his fresh produce 
to the local farmers market, but also finds great joy in providing 
fresh produce to Lincoln’s Food Bank, helping to feed the less 
fortunate in our community. Dean and Maria plan to travel 
to the northeast part of the country to see the fall colors, and 
Dean hopes to take his love of bicycling overseas by doing an 
extended bicycle trip across Holland. Dean will not be stepping 
away from teaching completely. He will continue to assist the 
Daugherty Water for Food Institute with the UNESCO-IHE 
program, providing his leadership in the M.S. program and 
assisting with the two-week field course.

On behalf of those at Biological Systems Engineering, Dean’s 
former students, and the UNL community,  appreciation is 
extended for 39 ½  years of commitment, integrity, and hard 
work; but most of all, Dean is known for his friendship and kind 
heart, for which we are very grateful. We congratulate Dean on 
his retirement and wish him all the best in his up and coming 
adventures.

Biological Systems Engineering
By Alan Boldt

Dean Eisenhauer
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Our Faculty and Staff

Stormwater Management 
Education Team Award
Nebraska Statewide Arboretum awards recognized the 
UNL Stormwater Management Education Team Feb. 26 in 
Lincoln with a Community Landscape Award for projects 
that have significantly improved the green infrastructure 
of communities throughout the state. The team efforts of 
Katie Pekarek, Kelly Feehan, Tom Franti, Bobbi Holm, 
Steve Rodie and David Shelton went beyond beautification 
to implement sustainable water conservation, stormwater 
management, land stewardship, tree-canopy restoration, 
habitat and biodiversity and served as outreach and model 
demonstrations for beneficial design and practices. For 
more information about the award winners, or the statewide 
network of public landscapes modeling and promoting 
“sustainable landscapes for healthy homes and communities,” 
call 402-472-2971 or visit arboretum.unl.edu. 

Tom Franti (left) and Dave Shelton at awards presentation.

Mortar Board National Senior Honor Society Black Masque Chapter

2014 People Who Inspire 
Evan Curtis was named Inspirational 
Honoree by the Mortar Board 
National Senior Honor Society, 
Black Masque Chapter. Curtis works 
as a Student Services Coordinator 
in the department. He graduated 
with his M.S. in Biological Systems 
Engineering from UNL in 2011, and 
since then has become a key part of 
the department as a staff member.

In the celebration speech, Aaron 
Matzke said, “Evan goes above and 
beyond the call of an advisor by 
assisting with department courses, 
sending out internship and job 
opportunity emails, giving tours of 
Chase Hall and helping passionate 
students restructure their degree 
program to fit their unique interests.

I remember meeting Evan in BSEN 112, Computer Aided Problem-
Solving. He was serving as a TA for the course and worked tirelessly 
to answer the Microsoft Excel and MATLAB coding questions of 
40 freshman engineering students. From the start, Evan brought a 
contagious smile, helpful direction, and encouraging words to ease 
the burden of the commands and problem solving techniques we were 
required to learn. His attitude was consistent as we freshmen panicked 
under the weight of our growing college responsibilities. I speak for 
many members of that class when I say thank you for your desire for our 
excellence and for your encouragement in our learning process.

In addition to my classwork, Evan served me in many ways over the past 
four years. I remember several times sitting in his office throwing out 
different ideas for minors and online certifications, co-ops, internships, 
and lab opportunities, asking him to make it all work out in a compact 
time frame, and I remember half expecting him to tell me to get lost, and 
to figure it out on my own—but he was very patient. Not only did Evan 
help me piece together a minor and an independent study, he actually 
went with me to track down professors about recommended classes and 
alternative options. He helped me plan my college experience as if it was 
his own—and even threw in an awesome color-coded course flow chart. I 
can’t thank him enough for his guidance in helping plan my education.

Whether it’s greeting everyone with a smile or responding almost too 
quickly to emails, Evan is constantly showing how much he values others. 
He has a tremendous desire to see others succeed and he works hard to 
make that a reality. I am inspired by Evan, not only because he does his 
job with excellence, but because he does his job out of a sincere love for 
all people. I thank Evan for his investment in my life and in the lives of 
others.”

Aaron Matzke (left) and Evan Curtis

Irmak Earns NASA Award
Dr. Suat Irmak has received a Certificate of Appreciation 
in recognition of valuable contribution and outstanding 

support to the Advanced Information 
Systems Technology (AIST) Program 
and the NASA Earth Science Technology 
Office. Presented by Dr. George J. Komar, 
NASA Earth Science and Technology Office 
Associate Director and Program Manager in 
Oct., 2014.

Innovative Extension Award
Dr. Suat Irmak was also recognized with the Innovative 
Extension Specialist Award from UNL Extension Nov. 13,
2014. The award provides recognition of outstanding 
contributions by an Extension Specialist in the program 
area(s) relative to his/her assignment and recognizes 
leadership in developing and carrying out programs in 
cooperation with Extension Educators and other Extension 
Specialists. 
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Deepak Keshwani, Roger Hoy, Francisco Muñoz-Arriola, and Jennifer Melander 
(pictured from left) were honored by the UNL Teaching Council and UNL Parents 
Association at an annual recognition ceremony Jan. 30, 2015. Each received a 
certificate of recognition for contributions to students. The Parents Association 
solicits nominations, asking parents to nominate a faculty or staff employee who 
has made a significant difference in their student’s life. Nominations include a 
short explanation of why this person was nominated. The awards provide positive 
feedback to campus faculty and staff about the work they do with students. The 
honors also encourage the goal of good student and faculty relationships and 
provide recognition in an area often overlooked in the formal rewards system.

Matthew Drudik,  who earned 
his B.S. in Mechanized Systems 
Management in 2012, has joined 
BSE as an Agricultural Research 
Technician at South Central 
Agricultural Laboratory under 
the direction of Dr. Suat Irmak.

David Mabie joined BSE 
as an assistant professor of 
practice, with 100% teaching 
appointment. He holds a B.S. in 
Biological Systems Engineering 
and an M.S. in Environmental 
Engineering from UNL. His 
teaching interests are physical 
principles in agriculture and life sciences and 
on-line course development. He and his wife, 
Elizabeth, had their second son in October.

Mitch Minarick joined BSE 
in Oct. as a research assistant 
professor. He is working on 
biofuel and bioproduct projects 
with the Industrial Ag Products 
Center, collaborating on the 
Mead algal raceway development.

Dr. Huihui Xu, Assistant 
Professor in BSE, left the 
department at the end of Summer 
2014. Her teaching and research 
areas were biomedical imaging, 
instrumentation, and gene tissue 
engineering.

The Holling Family Award Program for Teaching Excellence was established 
in 1998 in honor of UNL alumni, brothers John and Gustave Holling. Faculty 
and TA’s in the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, extension, and 
Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture are recognized for outstanding 
contributions. BSE Assistant Professor Joe Luck was introduced by AGEN senior, 
Luke Prosser, who expressed his appreciation for Luck as mentor, club advisor, 
and teacher, saying that each lesson built on the previous and students are given a 
practical application, in which they are assigned a piece of land, for a real-world 
experience with the course content. Since 2012, Luck built an innovative teaching 
and extension program focused on helping students and stakeholders improve 
their precision ag management skills. He developed self-paced computer tutorials 
combining field datasets with state-of-the-art analysis tools and techniques. 
Prosser applauded Luck for providing students an overview of what to expect in 
the job market. The 2014 Junior Faculty Teaching Excellence Award recipient was 
Dr. Deekpak Keshwani.

Coming & Going Awards

Dr. Deepak Keshwani received 
the 2014 IANR Dinsdale Family 
Faculty Award. The award honors 
faculty members for outstanding teaching, 
research, and outreach in IANR. It focuses on 
untenured faculty who have demonstrated a 
strong commitment to academic excellence.

Luke Prosser, Dr. Joe Luck, and Dean Steven Waller.

UNL Parents Association Awards

2015 Teaching Excellence Award
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Our Students

From left:  BSE Department Head Dr. Mark Riley, Dr. Jeyamkondan Subbiah, Jiajai Chen, Meetpal 
Kukal, and Dr. Suat Irmak.

Distinguished Fellowships 2014–2015 Awards
Two BSE students received Distinguished Fellowships awards from the Agricultural Research 
Division (ARD) of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Jiajia Chen received a 
Widaman Trust Distinguished Graduate Assistant Award. His advisor is Dr. Jeyamkondan 
Subbiah. Meetpal Kukal received a Milton E. Mohr Fellowship. His advisor is Dr. Suat Irmak.

Outstanding 
Graduate Student 
Vivek Sharma, Dr. Suat Irmak’s Ph.D. 
student, received the prestigious 
“Gamma Sigma Delta (GSD) 
Outstanding Graduate Student Award” 
at the 2015 Initiation and Awards 
Banquet held Jan. 25, 2015. GSD is a 
national honor society that promotes 
high scholarship among students. 
Vivek has received this award for 
his outstanding service in previous 
years as well as the Bill and Rita Stout 
Outstanding International Graduate 
Student Award in 2012.  

Franco’s List Honor
Isaiah Krutak, Agricultural Engineering 
senior, has been named to Franco’s List 
of students of outstanding character and 
integrity (named after UNL Vice Chancellor 
for Student Affairs Juan Franco). A council of 
their peers selects recipients from nominees 
on the basis of citizenship, dependability, 
commitment, respect, openmindedness, 
and care. Dr. Dean Eisenhauer nominated 
Isaiah for the honor “based on some of the 
special things that he did for the international 
students from IHE that were here last summer 
for a two-week field course.” IHE is the 
UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water Education 
in Delft, The Netherlands and UNL.

Eisenhauer hired Isaiah last May to assist 
with lab and field projects and compiling 
data for graduate students and faculty. 
Most of the projects related to the analysis 
of runoff in tilled versus no-till fields. He’s 
also spent time operating the pumps in 
the hydraulics lab to test the accuracy of 
different flow meters. He says, “One of the 

more exciting responsibilities was assisting 
in a field course on water management 
offered to international graduate students.” 
UNESCO-IHE partnered with UNL for 
the course, taught by Drs. Eisenhauer and 
Heeren. During the course preparation and 
throughout, Isaiah took on many different 
roles such as van driver, caterer, tour guide.  

In Fall 2014, Isaiah had the opportunity 
to grade for Eisenhauer. “This experience 
was eye opening, for it showed me, in part, 
what it really takes to run a class,” Krutak 
says. “Dr. Eisenhauer is a role model in 
his profession and his commitment and 
constant strive to be a better educator are 
qualities to be emulated. “

Vasudha Sharma, Ph.D. student of Dr. 
Suat Irmak, has won the 1st place award 
at the Water for Food Institute’s annual 
conference that was held in October 
2014 in Seattle, WA, for the research 
poster titled “Energy balance fluxes, 
evapotranspiration, and crop coefficients 
of cover crop mixtures (V. Sharma and 
S. Irmak)” in the online competition. 
Vasudha also won 2nd place for the 
same research poster in the on-site 
competition. Vasudha also received the 
IANR Larrick and Whitmore Travel 
Award in fall of 2014.

Dr. Irmak, Vivek Sharma, Dean Archie Clutter

Mallory Morton, (senior BSE) won 1st Place in the American Meteorological 
Society’s Student Poster Presentation at the 2015 Annual meeting 29th 
Conference on Hydrology. Her presentation of excellent research and 
meaningful contribution to the field of hydrology was titled “Assessing Land 
Surface Hydrologic Resilience to Extreme Hydrometeorological Events in Natural 
and Water-controlled Ecosystems”. Dr.Francisco Munoz-Arriola is her adivsor. 
Mallory was previously awarded with a NASA fellowship last year. 

Hydrology Conference Award Winner
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On Oct. 19-22, the Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Institute at the University of 
Nebraska convened the 2014 Water for Food Global Conference in Seattle, Washington: 
“Harnessing the Data Revolution:  Ensuring Water and Food Security from Field to 
Global Scales.” Over 250 scientists, policy analysts, farmers, government officials, NGO 

representatives, and business leaders explored ways to effectively manage 
and use data-gathering technology to conserve water and improve crop 
yields for farming systems, large and small, around the world.

Two BSE graduate students in the UNESCO Institute for Water 
Education’s double-degree program, in which students earn M.S. degrees 
from both UNL and UNESCO-IH, Delft, The Netherlands, Evordius 
Rulazi and Gregory Williams presented their thesis research at the 
conference. Evordius and Gregory will receive their M.S. degrees in 
Agricultural and Biological Systems Engineering in May 2015 and will 
be the first graduates of the double-degree program. Their research 
projects focus on problems in their home countries, Tanzania and 
Guyana. Rulazi’s thesis is Assessment of Sustainable Development of 
Groundwater for Center-Pivot Irrigation in Babati, Tanzania; William’s 
thesis is Hydrological Modeling of the East Demerara Water Conservancy 
to Reduce the Risk of Water Shortages During Dry Seasons (Guyana, 
South America).

UNESCO Students at Global 
Water Conference 

Evordius Rulazi

Gregory Williams

Bethany working on the PEDv project with 
Ryan McGhee, ARS Laboratory Technician, 
and Dr. Dan Miller, ARS Microbiologist 
(far right). 

PED Virus 
Research 
By Bethany Brittenham
As part of the National Pork Board Swine 
Research and Education Experience, I 
work to determine the viability of Porcine 
Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) under 
simulated temperature and moisture 
conditions following land application 
and soil incorporation. In cooperation 
with Dr. Amy Schmidt, Dr. Dan Miller 
(USDA-ARS), and Ryan McGhee (USDA-
ARS), we are conducting an incubation 
study in 30-day increments. At the end of 
each time period, viral RNA extractions 
from each soil-manure sample determine 
if the PEDv is still transcribing, which 
indicates viral activity. Lime added directly 
to manure is also being reviewed as a 
method for viral deactivation, as well as 
the associated gaseous nitrogen losses 
with changes in pH. The project goal is 
to provide producers with onsite manure 
management methods and prevent 
the spread of the highly contagious 
disease. A common method of manure 
removal is direct field application, and 
research on the virility of PEDv in such 
an environment is minimal. Proper 
disposal of animal by-products is key to 
minimizing associated costs to producers 
and promoting animal welfare.

Micah Bolin, is an Ag Eng junior, with 
a machine design emphasis, from Eagle, 
NE. Growing up in agriculture, he wants 
to return it. He feels that he has found the 
best of both worlds. In summer and fall 
of 2014, Micah was selected for the co-op 
experience of Product Validation Intern 
at CNHi Midrange Case IH combines, 
working on the field test development crew. 
He spent over two months traveling Idaho 
testing in wheat and barley, then returned 
to Iowa to test in corn and soybeans. Micah 
says, “The best part was getting to operate 
combines and turn wrenches. There was 
computer work, but everything always 
involved engineering skills. We weren’t 
simply allowed to operate the combine; we 
had to analyze and pay attention to every 
detail.” He also learned personal drive, “You 
have to notice every little thing, document 
it, and push yourself to excel.” 

Micah is an active member of the UNL 
Quarter Scale tractor team. He was an 
X-Team captain his sophomore year and 
hopes to be an A-Team captain to use the 
tractor design as his senior design project 
next year. 

After his freshman year, he worked an 
internship with Duo Life Manufacturing 
out of Columbus, NE. The experiences 

Field Testing & Engineering Design 

were completely different. At Duo Lift he 
was doing design work. “I wasn’t sure if a 
desk job was for me, so I pursued the co-op 
in field testing,” he said. “The length also 
made a difference. At Duo Lift I had the 
unique opportunity to continue working 
for them while in school. If that hadn’t 
happened though, the three months only 
lets you get your feet wet. By the time you 
actually get good at your job, the summer 
is over. But with a co-op you really get to 
immerse yourself in the work, and really 
get to know the people you are working 
for.” He commented on the seven-month 
duration of the co-op; “Do the co-op, only, 
if you think you’re really interested in the 
field. If you have no idea, I would not advise 
spending that long doing something that in 
the end you may not want to do. However, 
if it is something that you think you will be 
interested in, by all means do it. Immerse 
yourself in the job, go all in and make it 
worth the time invested.”
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Incredible Edible Vehicle 
After the distance competition, teams race to 
eat the car.

Best Poster: Alex Maresh, Jonathan 
Fletcher, Madison Spence, Rebekah 
DeFusco (not pictured).

First Place Distance:  Jacob Burr, 
Aaron Steckly, Alexander Whipps, Ben 
Barelman.

Second Place Overall: Marian Joyce, 
Benjamin Hintz, Keenan Humm, 
Samantha Wattier.

Second Place Distance: Madison 
Wert, Jonah Vonderfecht, Taylor 
Wachholtz, Anna Siebe.

Dr. David Jones and First Place Overall team:  Tafla Al Ruzaiqi, 
Jordan Nielsen, Jonah Blase, Erin Stevens with Dr. Mark Riley (far right). 
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2014 marked the 10th year of the Incredible Edible Vehicle 
competition. An idea originally cooked up by Professor 

Emeritus Dr. Dennis Schulte, the competition is a design 
experience for students enrolled in Introduction to 
Biological Engineering  and to Agricultural Engineering 
(BSEN 100/AGEN 100). The experience teaches the 
students about basic engineering principles, while 
keeping it fun and relevant. 

The rules are simple:  create a 100% edible vehicle 
capable of rolling down an inclined ramp. Students were 

judged on a variety of categories, including distance traveled, 
poster creativity, fewest calories, and overall design. As emcee 
and one of the current instructors for the introductory course, 
Department Head  Dr. Mark Riley announced the play-by-play of 
the 29 vehicles attempting the challenge.

Not every vehicle had a successful run, but none were missing 
imagination. Cucumbers, rice cakes, and candy canes were just a 
few of the items students chose to use as parts for their cars. About 
120 students competed as a part of the course, the largest group of 
agricultural and biological systems engineers in the history of the 
department!

In addition to the students, several alumni and local engineering 
firms were in attendance. They not only cheered on the 
competition but also shared with the students career advice and 
stories about life as an engineer as part of the event. Anyone, 
especially alumni, looking to get involved in the 2015 event, should 
save Tue, Dec. 8th for the next E-Day. Hope to see you there!   
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Dr. David Jones and First Place Overall team:  Tafla Al Ruzaiqi, 
Jordan Nielsen, Jonah Blase, Erin Stevens with Dr. Mark Riley (far right). 

The Agricultural industry is increasingly globalized. Traveling to 
work abroad, may not come to mind at first for an agricultural 
engineering freshman, but Aaron Vancura found himself 
visiting Spain for his future employer prior to UNL graduation. 
He received his B.S. in Dec., entering the workforce in Jan., in 
an Industrial Irrigation Services engineering position. His UNL 
experiences propelled him into a career that he was always 
interested in, he explained in an interview. His relationships with 
UNL faculty and staff at the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab, where he 
was a student worker, and as Quarter Scale tractor competition 
team leader, played key roles in his success:

Why an Ag Engineering major? I considered two 
college choices after high school:  UNK to major 
in an aviation-related area or UNL to major in 
an agriculture area. Aviation has been in my 
family for quite a while; I have always had an 
interest. I grew up on a farm and enjoyed that life. 
Teachers, family members, friends told me that 
the engineering program at UNL was a good one, 
so I combined two interests and came up with Ag 
Engineering. 

What activities are your most meaningful experiences? 
I worked at the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) 
and was in student clubs. Since my freshman year, I have been 
in ASABE and on the Quarter Scale Tractor Team; I was ASABE 
eSAB representative one year and Quarter Scale team co-captain 
the past year. I began work at NTTL as a sophomore. Throughout 
my involvement with these activities, there are many meaningful 
experiences, but if I had to pick one, it would be leading Quarter 
Scale. It gave me a taste of what it’s like to get a group of 10-15 
together to accomplish something they might not otherwise. As 
well as gaining the confidence to lead a group, it felt good to give 
others an experience where they learned something by doing and 
will hopefully participate in next year.   

Did you have jobs or internships related to your field? Besides 
NTTL, I’ve had two engineering internships. After my junior 
year, I interned for Vermeer Corporation in Pella, IA as a design 
engineer on the Horizontal Directional Drills (HDD). I had a 
variety of small tasks throughout the summer and then a single 
larger project at the end. We had a rapid prototype built prior to 
having the actual part manufactured. As a result, I was not only 
able to hone my 3D modeling skills, but also get a feel for the type 
of company that I wanted to work for after college. My second 
internship was with the much larger CNHi. I based out of New 
Holland, PA as a Combine Field Test Engineer. I took two trips:  
Maryland for 3-4 weeks:  Louisiana for 3 weeks. It was beneficial 
to gain experience with a large, publicly-traded company that 
enabled me to get out into the field to try some testing. 

Tell about your future job and employer. Industrial Irrigation Services 
in Hastings, NE has a market to build engines (focused on John 
Deere, Yanmar, Origin, and GM) for a range of applications 

Aaron Vancura in Spain
including generator sets and irrigation power units. My position 
will be one of two Application Engineers. My work will range 
greatly from design to even a bit of marketing. Since it is a small 
company, I have to be versatile to do a range of tasks, not just focus 
all my effort into one skill.  

Why did you travel to Spain for your future job? The main reason they 
presented the opportunity to go before graduation was the timing 
of the project. It made the most sense for me to go with others 
being trained vs. by myself or not at all. While there, we were 
familiarized with the hardware and software of the products the 
Spanish company offered. As a future employee, this helps me to hit 

the ground running. Instead of focusing all efforts 
on learning the systems and products, I can focus 
on contributing to the final product. The Spanish 
work day was a European schedule, 9-5 or 5:30, with 
two-hour lunch (1-3). We went out to experience the 
Spanish cuisine for supper.

How important is international experience for 
undergraduates? If the opportunity arises for any 
undergraduate student to travel abroad, they should 
do everything in their power to do so. Business and 
engineering is becoming more global with every 
year. And this experience helps students to become 

more valuable, therefore, more marketable to potential employers. 

Tell about Ag Engineering student projects. Having an application for 
classroom learning is a great way to take the first step to becoming 
an engineer. Soon after starting at NTTL, I had an opportunity to 
apply what I had learned. The load units used for track testing all 
had a different style hitch; they had to be lined up in a particular 
order. My task was to design and build a common hitch to eliminate 
the problem. Recently, I had another chance to apply my classroom 
knowledge. NTTL received a water brake dynamometer package, 
which was intended to be used as an independent unit, i.e., no need 
for municipal water supply. However, there was no way to organize 
all of the components into a compact unit. I designed and built a 
stand to contain the components and be moved if needed.   

Who at UNL most influenced you? Dr. Hoy has definitely influenced 
me most as a student throughout the time that I have known him. 
He lined me up with internships and my future employer, Industrial 
Irrigation. He has been a great professor, advisor, and overall 
mentor for more than just school and work. He genuinely cares 
about the students he works with, doing his best to help them out in 
any way.  

In conclusion, Aaron strongly encourages engineering students 
take advantage of international experiences that may arise during 
college. NTTL Director, Dr. Hoy, the person who influenced Aaron 
the most during college, would most certainly agree. There are 
many ways to obtain experience as an undergraduate through 
internships, study abroad, or volunteering. International experience 
may be the defining factor that will land a student their dream job!

By Andrea Spader
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Kip Frates was born and raised in the Northwest Texas Panhandle, 
but his dad’s family farm was near Brule, a small town 9 miles west 
of Ogallala, Nebraska. Kip says, “Ever since I can remember, I have 
always wanted to return to Nebraska for my goal of pursuing a career 
in agriculture.” He became a Mechanized Systems Management 
major, and his first internship was with Global Industries, Inc. in 
Grand Island. His report on “The Global Experience” follows:

Global Industries, Inc. is an international company with six 
divisions, each division offering different agricultural services. My 
area of work encompassed every division and their products, ranging 
from grain bins and all the accessories, to grain legs and drags for 
commercial and on-farm use.

My position was a Test Engineer Assistant at the Research and 
Development Center. Under former UNL staff member Robert 
Weber, a former Mechanized Systems graduate, I assisted multiple 
engineers with their diverse projects. I worked in the latest grain 
bin dryer testing and development, grain bin sweep redesigns, 
facility upgrades, and various other tasks through the summer. My 
main responsibility was helping Tim, an engineer with the NECO 
(Nebraska Engineering Company) division, with his burner redesign 
for grain bins.

Tim and I completed the initial tests for the NECO burners 
and compiled data for evaluation. The tests included air speed 
throughout the burner, heat distribution within the duct work, 
accessibility, and various other aspects. Once we gathered data, 
it was back to the drawing board on how to improve burner 
performance. We decided on several improvements and sent 
the plans to manufacturing so prototypes could be built for 
testing. We continued to test prototypes for the remainder of the 
summer. Although I wasn’t able to see the redesign completely 
through, it was a great opportunity and a pleasure to have a hand 
in.

When I wasn’t testing burners, Robert kept the other intern 
and me busy with other jobs. We learned many new skills, such 
as how to install electrical conduit for additional switches on 
equipment, and the basics of grain bin construction by building 
a miniature grain bin theater display. The most enjoyable aspect 
of the internship was that no two days at Global were ever the 
same. From testing burners, to flying on the company plane 
to other divisions, every day I went to Global knowing there 
wouldn’t be a dull moment, which made it a great experience.

The Global Experience
Kip Frates
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Matthew Erickson, a junior Mechanized Systems Management 
major with an emphasis in Production, spent the past summer 
interning with Land O’Lakes in their seed and agronomy division, 
WinField Solutions. He was part the Answer Plot Crew. He explains, 
“Answer Plots are WinField’s test plots for new hybrids/varieties 
of corn and soybeans. They also have multiple research projects 
with different plant growth regulators (PGRs), different types of 
adjuvants, and new experimental products. There are over 200 
Answer Plot locations nationwide. The crew I worked with was in 
charge of the 12 Nebraska Answer Plots.

Much of the work I did this summer was directly related to classes 
that I have been taking for my major. I used knowledge from 
Plant Sciences (AGRO 131) when I had to take tissue samples and 
interpret the data to know if we needed to apply more fertilizer. 
Resource Efficient Crop Management (AGRO 204) came in handy 
when deciding how much fertilizer the plant needed.

Eventually I want to go back to the family farm. Everything that I 
did in my internship was something that every other farmer has 
to do. We were working with new and experimental products, and 
farmers are working with what is on the market, but the principles 
are the same. The internship also showed me some of the new 
things out there in farming. I come from a small family farm, so 
we do not have huge fancy equipment with features like ‘auto-
steer,’ so I got to learn about and work with that new technology.

I had a great experience getting to know the people on the crew 
and learning about what they do. I learned about WinField, 
Land O’Lakes as a company, and their products and services. I 
also developed my communication skills; I always had to be in 
contact with someone, whether it was another crewmember, or 
some other employee. Albeit, there were slow times driving from 
Lincoln to Scottsbluff, or to Minneapolis for intern wrap-up. But I 
had a great summer working for a great company.”

In the Field with WinField 
Matthew Erickson applying foliar treatments to corn at tassel.
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Department Majors 
Attract Worldwide Talent

The BSE undergraduate student population continues to 
grow. Talented students come from across the U.S. and 
around the world. There are 277 BSEN majors, 98 MSYM 
majors, and 73 AGEN majors this semester.

Data Source:  UNL Spring 2015 Enrollment Census.
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Women Engineers 
Participate in 
Community By Ellie Phillips

For more than six decades, SWE has given 
women engineers a unique place and 
voice within the engineering industry. 
Our organization is centered around a 
passion for our members’ success and 
continues to evolve with the challenges 
and opportunities reflected in today’s 
exciting engineering and technology 
specialties. Each year the UNL Section 
attends the annual conference that features 
a career fair with 250+ exhibitors. It is 
also an opportunity to network with over 
5,000 engineers from around the world. 
We also attend Regional Conference to 
meet professionals and collegiates from 
the Midwest. On campus, UNL SWE hosts 
a variety of events. Night with Industry is 
a networking opportunity for engineering 
students to interact with professionals 
over a shared meal before the Career Fair. 
Tea with SWE is a panel discussion that 
features graduate students and faculty in 
a setting that allows students interested 
in graduate school to ask questions, 
anything from preparation for the GRE 
to the application process to life as a 
graduate student. As part of the society 
goal of advocacy, we participate in many 
K-12 outreach events in order to inspire 
young women to pursue a STEM career 
in science, technology, engineering or 
math. One special event geared toward 
this goal is Science Saturday at the Lincoln 
Children’s Museum. Dr. Angie Pannier 
is the faculty advisor, Brooke Hay is the 
professional advisor, and BSE senior Ellie 
Phillips is the section president.

Fountain Wars Team to Float the River By Bethany Brittenham

Fountain Wars is an ASABE competition in which students design and test a fountain 
to complete challenges at the Annual International Meeting, to be held this year in New 
Orleans. The team has conducted multiple rounds of testing and hopes to have the entire 
assembly working by mid-April for the year’s design tasks:  “Floating the River” and 
“Basketball Shootout.”

For Floating the River, the objective is to keep a raft that is at least 10” x 8” within the 
outer 10 inches of the pool. Points are earned as the raft completes successful revolutions 
without tipping. The Shootout requires the constructed fountain to launch three foam balls 
into a basketball hoop six feet away and 39.5” tall. Points are awarded for each successful 
basket, or if the balls hit the rim or backboard. All energy used by the fountain system must 
originate from the pump. Aesthetics display ideas are still under review. 

If you wish to support the Fountain Wars team through monetary donations or expertise, 
please contact this year’s co-captains Bethany Brittenham (bethany.brittenham@huskers.
unl.edu) or Julia Burchell ( jburchell22@gmail.com) or advisor Dr. Derek Heeren (derek.
heeren@unl.edu).

Student Chapter members attend SWE conference. Advisor Derek Heeren (far left) and Fountain Wars Team gather to prepare for competition.

Excerpted from The Daily Nebraskan, by Cait Thiesfeld & Tyler Meyer, Dec. 5, 2014.

The Tractor Restoration Club was founded in 2005 as a 
way to involve students in restoring tractors and tie them 
to the Larsen Tractor Test and Power Museum. It has re-
stored four tractors since being organized by Bill Splinter, 
BSE Head and Museum Director at the time. The club 
just completed a 1948 John Deere H and is now restoring 
a 1928 Case Model CC. Advisor and Museum Manager 
Lance Todd described the process, “If it is in pieces we will try and assemble it so we can 
see what we are looking for, if we need additional parts. From there, we will strip it down 
parts-wise and take it to a sand blaster to have the whole thing blasted. Anything that is 
small enough to fit into the sand blasting cabinet we will do ourselves. Then it is primed, 
given a finished paint job, and we re-assemble it, making sure that the tractor will run 
with the correct wiring.” Events, including an open house during the homecoming 
concert and participation in the homecoming parade, increase visibility. Senior forensic 
science major Adam Dolezal was voted club president due to his vast tractor knowledge. 
He says, “There’s just something about taking something generations older than you are, 
turning it from a pile of rust falling apart into something nice and pretty that runs and 
drives . . . to do something with your hands that shows your hard work and dedication.” 
Community volunteers also assist the club. Todd says that even if you have never worked 
on a tractor or have no mechanical ability, you’re welcome in the club, “Everything that 
we do is 100% teachable.” Tractor Restoration Club meets on 6-9 p.m. Thurs. at a shop 
directly behind the Museum. Students and volunteers can contact ltodd6@unl.edu or call 
402-472-8389. Museum hours are Tues.–Fri. 9–4, Sat. 10–2.

Students Restore Tractors
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Spring Banquet 2015
Student Awards and Recognition Dinner

Friday April 17, 2015
Nebraska East Union, Great Plains Room
4:30 PM — Student Design Exhibits
5:30 PM — Dinner
6:30 PM — Program

Students

Faculty

Staff  

Make reservation by April 10 to:
BSE Spring Banquet, Atten: Eileen Curtis 
Biological Systems Engineering Department
200 CHA University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726
Phone: 402-472-3905
ecurtis1@unl.edu

Include name(s) and number attending
$10/person

Name(s)

Number attending $10 per person Enclosed

Graduating seniors and graduate students – No Charge
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Alum News

What’s New? 
Update your profile at: bse.unl.edu 

Inclusion in the newsletter is optional.

No-till Farmer Magazine 
Publishes Jasa’s Work

Paul Jasa’s (AGEN, B.S., 1978, M.S., 1981) January 
presentation on no-till farming at the Southern Soil Health 
Conference, Fort Worth, TX, led farmer Jim Steiert to 
write an article sharing three of Jasa’s photos. The article:  
“Make The Right Moves To Boost No-till Planter, Drill 
Performance” can be seen at: 
http://www.no-tillfarmer.com/articles/4430-make-the-
right-moves-to-boost-no-till-planter-drill-performance-dnt

Jeff Melby (AGEN, B.S., 1980) is working as VP of 
Operations for Pinnacle Engineering, Inc. in Minnesota. 
He lives in Lino Lakes, MN and can be reached at 
jmelby@pineng.com.

Wes Cammack (AGEN, B.S., 2010) a member of the 
BSE External Advisory Committee, has returned to 
Nebraska to farm, near DeWitt. Wes worked for several 
years as a test engineer at the John Deere Product 
Engineering Center in Waterloo, IA. 
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THE DEAN’S LIST Fall Semester 2014

GRADUATION Summer & Fall 2014

BSEN 
Keith Ozanne
Christopher Popp
Jason Thomas

Master’s
Gregory Arthur
Jacob Keller
Abby Kelly
Vasudha Sharma
Andrew Volmer

 
AGEN

Mark Hilderbrand
Kye Kurkowski
Shane Manning
Keith Prothman
Aaron Vancura
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SCAL Research (from pg. 4)

•	 Center pivot irrigation engineering & 
evapotranspiration: measurement of crop 
coefficients, evapotranspiration, & yield of maize 
& soybean under full and deficit irrigation settings. 

•	 Crop water use efficiency, nitrogen use efficiency, 
and best irrigation and fertigation management 
practices for subsurface drip-irrigated maize & 
soybean.

•	 Seed and field maize/cover crop rotation impact 
on soil quality parameters, water balance, & 
energy balance.

•	 Impact of tillage management practices on 
yield, soil evaporation, plant transpiration, 
evapotranspiration, & hydrologic water balances 
in maize/soybean cropping systems.

•	 Irrigation frequency impact on maize water 
productivity with subsurface drip irrigation. 

•	 Development of best deficit irrigation 
management strategies for soybean. 

•	 Measurement of crop water use & crop water use 
efficiency of various maize hybrids under full & 
deficit irrigation and rainfed settings. 

•	 Measurements of hydraulics and uniformity 
coefficients, crop water use efficiency of low 
pressure irrigation system. 

•	 Measurement of non-growing (dormant season) 
evaporative losses to quantify annual evaporation 
& other water balance components for various 
vegetation surfaces. 

•	 Operational characteristics of atmometers 
(ETgage) to measure reference 
evapotranspiration & Watermark granular matrix 
sensors to monitor soil water status and their 
practical applications and demonstrations for 
effective irrigation management in production 
fields. 

•	 Implementation of wireless-underground 
sensor network in precision agriculture/water 
management.

•	 Landscape positioning research: interactions of 
water and nitrogen supply for irrigated maize 
across field landscapes.

•	 Variable rate irrigation and nitrogen management 
under sprinkler irrigation.

•	 Republican River Basin Automated Water Use 
Database project.

•	 Nocturnal evaporative losses.
•	 Comparisons of subsurface drip and center pivot 

irrigation methods for crop water productivity 
(crop water use efficiency), evaporation, 
transpiration and evapotranspiration.

•	 Riparian evapotranspiration, transpiration, 
surface evaporation, crop coefficients and plant 
physiology (cottonwood, phragmites, peach-leaf 
willow).

•	 Biophysical properties of agro-ecosystems (light 
interception coefficients, radiation use efficiency)

•	 Switchgrass evapotranspiration, biomass, crop 
coefficients and water productivity.

•	 Consumptive water use of grasslands & 
agricultural production systems.

•	 Dr. Irmak is founder & leader of Nebraska Water 
& Energy Flux Measurement, Modeling and 
Research Network (NEBFLUX; http://bse.unl.
edu/web/bse/sirmak2) – A comprehensive water 
& energy flux measurement network. 

•	 Dr. Irmak is founder & leader of Nebraska 
Agricultural Water Management Network 
(NAWMN; http://water.unl.edu/web/cropswater/
nawmdn).
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The next generation of BSE students could 
use your help. Your generous donations support 
student scholarships and special opportunities, 
as well as equipment for classrooms and 
laboratories. Please consider making a 
donation to the Biological Systems Engineering 
Excellence Fund to provide student programs 
and scholarships. If you prefer, you can establish 
your own fund and name it for a family member, 
friend or mentor.

To arrange a gift, contact:
Josh Egley, (CASNR/MSYM)
402-458-1202
jegley@nufoundation.org
OR
Karen Moellering (COE, AGEN/BSEN)
402-458-1179
kmoellering@nufoundation.org 
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Department of 
Biological Systems 

Engineering at UNL

Don’t miss the 2015

Friday, April 17

Nebraska East Union, Great Plains Room
4:30 p.m. — Student Design Exhibits

5:30 p.m. — Dinner
6:30 p.m. — Program

$10/person

Make reservations by April 10 to:
BSE Spring Banquet, Attn: Eileen Curtis 
Biological Systems Engineering Department
200 CHA University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726

Phone: 402-472-3905     email: ecurtis1@unl.edu

Spring Banquet
Annual Awards and Recognition Dinner

See page 18 for details


